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 No matter how many Tumblebugs have been defeated, you`ll be able to keep going. Tumblebugs is not just a game; it`s a way to
get kids excited about science, technology, math and engineering. Learn about the four branches of science by helping the

Tumblebugs. Which branch will you join?How will you defeat the Tumblebugs and save the day? Giant Fight Game is the next
title in the award-winning franchise. Play the game, create your own team and defend your planet. There are 6 skill areas to
master: Skill Creation, Engineering, Strategy, Physics, Tactics, and Combat. There are over 300 ships to choose from. After
each round, you`ll have a chance to improve your scores with five areas of training. The planets of Proxima are waiting to be

explored. Are you ready to face them? Continuing the award-winning saga, Defenders of the Earth: The First Strike is a heroic
shooter for all ages. As a powerful leader of the GeX Clan, you`re charged with creating an army of Mechs to defend Earth

against an alien threat. It`s time to buckle up and take the fight to the enemy, using your Mechs to destroy the alien threat. There
are more than 60 types of Mechs to choose from. Create your own unique Mechs and customize them to suit your play style.

The best part is that you can play with your friends using an integrated multiplayer mode. So don`t miss out on this epic battle!
Continue the epic saga that made the classic games on Game Boy Advance famous. With over 1.5 million copies sold

worldwide, Xeodrifter 2 is the prequel to the award-winning Xeodrifter trilogy. It features a fresh new story and an improved
AI, enabling more challenging gameplay than the original Xeodrifter. In Xeodrifter 2, you`re still fighting for the survival of

Earth, and for the innocent souls caught in the crossfire. The Dark Combine is a dangerous organization, bent on taking control
of every planet in the galaxy, and your job is to stop them. Decide which of the five classes to choose. Power through your

missions, and put a stop to the Dark Combine`s sinister plans. Can you survive? Can you become a legend? The action packed
sequel to the critically acclaimed game, Dodge ’N’ Crash. Dodge & Crash 2 will be releasing on 82157476af
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